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“Best thing I ever did“
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What participants have said about our workshops:
“What a great experience! Quite frankly, I had never experienced two men have a
conversation with that much depth and vulnerability. I thoroughly enjoyed it!” K.H. (Son)

W0rkshop
Meeting Times

“Thank you for your guidance throughout the workshop! Looking forward to meet you again
with my two other wonderful children.“ L.M. (Mother)
“The deepest work I have ever experienced. It is life-changing. So grateful to you” R.C.
(Father)
“Thank you very much for a professional generation workshop. I learned a lot and came to
some deep insights. I hope to see you again in the future!” A.G. (Mother)
“Sometimes you experience something real big in life. This weekend was a gift. My heart is full

1st Day:

3:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

2nd Day: 9:30 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.
3rd Day: 9:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
More information
imagodialog.com/en/workshops.html

Generational Dialogue Workshop
This workshop is for mothers/fathers and
adult daughters/sons who have the desire
and courage to work on an authentic
loving relationship within a safe structure.
Each parent/child pair will have the
opportunity to address each other in
structured dialogues that support listening
and being heard with understanding and
empathy. Each will share about their
experience growing up as child in their
family. Through this process the
parent/child pair becomes conscious of
relationship dynamics within the family.
They receive the opportunity to rewrite
old "family patterns," which, if unresolved,

often sabotage individual growth and subtly
emerge in couple relationships and in parenting
styles affecting the next generation. Resources
found in this particular family will also be
validated and honored. Healing repetitive family
themes allows both participants to be free to
develop one's own unique potential as parent,
adult daughter/son and relationship partner,
while developing a mutually satisfying
relationship with each other. Generation
dialogues are peace work within your own
family.
„One session of an adult with his/her parent can have more
beneficial therapeutic effects than the benefits derived from
the entire length of a course of psychotherapy.“
Renowned family therapist James Framo, 1992

Inquire about a training day for
therapists who wish to become
presenters of this workshop.

